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PROBABILITY AND INTERPOLATION

BY

G. G. LORENTZ1 AND R. A. LORENTZ

Abstract. An m x n matrix E with n ones and (m — l)/i zeros, which satisfies the

Polya condition, may be regular and singular for Birkhoff interpolation. We prove

that for random distributed ones, E is singular with probability that converges to

one if m, n -» oo. Previously, this was known only if m > (1 + 8)n/log n. For

constant m and n -» oo, the probability is asymptotically at least i.

1. Introduction. For an m X n matrix E = (e,ft)™_,^_, with elements that are

zeros and ones, and with exactly n ones, we study the Birkhoff interpolation

problem: P(k~x\x,) = cik if eik = 1, for polynomials P of degree < n — 1. If the

problem is solvable for all real knots X: xx < ■ • • <xm and all data cik, the matrix

E is regular (or poised). Otherwise it is singular. Schoenberg [13] has asked to

determine the character of a matrix by using only the distribution of ones in it.

This problem proved to be extremely difficult, and one is satisfied to answer some

particular questions in this direction. For an exposition of known results in

Birkhoff interpolation see [8], [9]. We shall use notations and results of these two

papers.

The main result of this paper is that for large m and n, a Polya m X n matrix E,

with n ones distributed at random, is singular with probability close to \ if m and n

are large (Theorem 1 below). Previously, this result was known [10] under the

assumption that

(1.1) m > (1 + 8)-r^—,   for any constants > 0.
v     ' log n

A few words of justification for our Theorem 1, which is somewhere between the

result of [10] and the ultimate truth.

Probability theorems of the kind treated here, depend, of course, upon criteria of

regularity and singularity of matrices. At present, there are only four such criteria

of real importance. We list them below, indicating the probability that they apply

to an m X n Polya matrix E (these probabilities are either easy to find, or follow

along the lines of the present paper).

(1) The only general test of regularity is given by the theorem of Atkinson-

Sharma [1] which in hidden form is present already in G. D. Birkhoff's paper [2].
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Probability of its applicability tends to zero for n -^ oo. The problem to improve

this theorem is well known, but no progress has been achieved.

The following are three (quite different) tests of singularity.

(2a) A matrix E is singular (Lorentz [7]) if it has odd supported sequences and if

all but one of its rows contain exactly one one. Probability of applicabihty tends to

0 for n —» oo.

(2b) A matrix E is singular (Lorentz-Zeller [11]) if it has a row consisting of a

supported one. A stronger (and more difficult to prove) version (Lorentz [6])

replaces this by an arbitrary row which contains exactly one odd supported

sequence. Probability of applicability tends to 1, but only if m is large (hence

condition (1.1)).

(2c) A matrix E is singular if As 1 (mod 2), where A is some integer easily

computed if E is given (Lorentz [8]); for three row matrices only, this is equivalent

to a test of Karlin and Karon [4]. The probability that the test applies converges to

\ as n —> oo.

To improve our Theorem 1, one has either to find a criterion of regularity which

has probability > c0 > 0, or to find a singularity test which is apphcable with

probability converging to one. One of the points of this paper is perhaps that it

underlines problems, whose solution would signify an important achievement in

Birkhoff interpolation.

Necessary for the regularity of E is the forward Polya condition, which means that

for k = 1, . . ., n, the first k columns of E contain at least k ones. Then E is called

a Polya matrix. Equivalent to this is the backward Polya condition: any last n — k

columns of E contain at most n — k ones. Both forms of the Polya condition are

equivalent, if E has exactly \E\ = n ones. If \E\ < n, one should use the backward

Polya conditions, and if \E\ > n, the forward condition.

Let M(m, n) be the set of all m X n matrices E with n ones, let P(m, n) be its

subset consisting of all Polya matrices. We allow empty rows (without ones) in E,

but will always assume m < n. For these matrices we have the counts [6]

\M(m,n)\ = (™),

(12)
|p(w'n)] = (^TTj( m(V1}) * Const imm'n)x-

This inequality shows that most E G M(m, n) are singular. The purpose of the

present paper is to show that Polya matrices with large m, n are singular with

probability close to one. We shall establish (see announcement [12])

Theorem 1. For each e > 0 there is an n0 with the property that for m > n^ all but

e\P(m, n)\ matrices of the class P(m, n) are singular.

Theorem 2. Let e > 0 and m > 3 be given, let p = [m/3]. Then for n > n0 the

number of regular matrices of the class P(m, n) does not exceed

(2~p + e)\P(m, n)\.

First we state the test of singularity that we shall need.
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A row F of zeros and ones from matrix E can be also represented by the

positions of ones in F. For example to F, = (1010100100) corresponds Fx =

(1, 3, 5, 8). Precoalescence of Fx with respect to another row F2 (see [9, p. 202]),

denoted by (Fx)2, leads to precoalescnece (F,)2. For example, if F2 = (1001100110),

then F2 = (1, 4, 5, 8, 9) and (Fx)2 = (0110010001), (F,)2 = (2, 3, 6, 10). There is a

corresponding operation for permutations of Fx, thus (3, 5, 8, 1)2 = (3, 6, 10, 2).

We shall write (F,)23 for the sequence F, precoalesced to the coalescence of rows

F2 and F3, and FF' for the sequence of elements of F followed by those of F'.

The following obvious remark about precoalescences of two permutations of row

F, with respect to a fixed row F2 will be used in §3.

Remark. If in the row Fx, positions of two integers I, I are interchanged, then also

in (Fx)2 exactly two integers are interchanged, namely images of I, I under precoales-

cence.

The singularity theorem mentioned above can be explained as follows. Let E0 be

any mx X n matrix of zeros and ones with w, < m. We shall say that EQ is a

singular strip, if any matrix E G M(m, n) containing the rows of E0 as consecutive

rows, is singular. As a special case of a theorem in [8, p. 188] we have:

Proposition 1. Let E0be a 3 X n matrix consisting of the rows Fx, F2, F3. The two

sequences

(1.3) S = ((F,)2F2)3,

(1-4) S' = (F,)23(F2)3

consist of the same integers (namely, of the positions of ones in the coalescence of E0

to one row less the ones in F3). Let A = +1 (or A = -1) if S requires an even (or an

odd) number of permutations in order to bring it to the natural order, let A' be a

similar number for S'. If

(1.5) A ¥* A',

then E0 is a singular strip.

This statement remains true if E0 is formed by three groups of rows Ex, E2, E3

(instead of three rows), but then for / = 1, 2, 3, Fj should mean the coalescence of

the mattrix F, to one row.

2. Probabilities: hypergeometric distribution. Let G be a set of cells, containing

N = \G\ of them, among the cells we distribute n < N ones. Each cell can accept

only one one. Let Gx c G be a subset of G consisting of Nx cells. Among the (^)

possible distributions of ones we single out those which have k ones in Gx (and

n — k ones in the complement of Gx). The number of all distributions with this

property will be

In other words, the probability of k ones falling into G, is

P.»      w«-*c*>-(X.:?)/w
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We are interested in the cases when k is far away from nNx/N. By means of

Stirling's formula and some elementary computations one gets

Lemma 1. For n —» oo and each e > 0,

(2-2) 2        /»„(*) < P",
|*-nAr,/JV|>en

/or some p, 0 < p < 1, dependent on e.

Actually, stronger estimates are known in probability theory. Let Xx be the

random number of ones falling into G,. The random variable A', has expectation

E(XX) = nNx/N and the hypergeometric distribution

Lemma 1*. One has

(2.4) />(|*, - -^  > en) < 2 exp^ne2).

For the proof see for example Serfling [14, p. 41, Corollary 1.1]. A simple proof

can be also read off formulas (4.8)-(4.10) in Kemperman [5].

If G is an m X n table, then a distribution of n ones in G can be interpreted as a

matrix E G M(m, n). Often we shall have a fixed number/? of subsets Gq of G (for

example, some rows of G) with union G. Then a matrix E will define submatrices

Eq, q = 1, . . .,/?, contained in Eq. The inequality (2.2) means that for each q, all

but p"(%) matrices E will have in Eq a number of ones satisfying

(2.5) |*, - Nq/m\ < en.

If we want (2.5) to be valid for each q = 1, ...,/?, we must exclude a larger set of

size/?p"0 < p,"0, 0 < p, < 1. We have from Lemma 1:

Lemma 2. All matrices E G M(m, n), except for at most p"\M(m, n)\ of them,

have in Eq, q = 1, . . . ,p,a number kq of ones which satisfies (2.5).

We shall say that some phenomenon happens for "almost all" matrices of a class

S„, if for some p, 0 < p < 1 and all large n it happens for at most p"|Sn| matrices

of &„. From (1.1) it follows: if some phenomenon happens for "almost all"

matrices of the class M(m, n), then the same is true for matrices of the class

P(m, n).

3. Properties of matrices. We collect here some lemmas needed for our theorems.

Let P(m, n) and P(m, n;n + q), q = 1, 2, . . ., respectively be the numbers of

m X n matrices which satisfy the forward Polya condition and have n, respectively

n + q ones.

Proposition 2. With a constant C depending only on q,

(3.1) P(m, n + q) < CmqP(m, n),

(3.2) P(m, n;n + q) < Cm"P(m, n).
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Proof. Using (1.1) we have

P(m,„ + i) = -L-(^ + ^)
n + 2 \    n + 1    /

_ 1 (mn + m) ■ ■ • (mn + m — n + 1)

~ (n + l)(n + 2) n\

(mn + 2m) • ■ ■ (mn + m + 1)

(mn + 2m — n — 1) • • • (mn + m — n + 1)

1 / 1     \m_1
< (n+l)(n + 2){n + 1)P(W' n){mn + 2mV + 1*7=1}

< emP(m, n).

By induction, (3.1) follows with C = eq; and (3.2) follows from

P(m, n;n + q) < P(m, n + q).

A column k, k = 2, . . ., n in an m X n matrix E will be called special, if the

submatrix of E consisting of the first k — 1 columns satisfies the backward Polya

condition. If E has N < n ones, special columns of E exist:

Proposition 3. If E has N < n ones, then there are at most Npositions k that are

not special.

Proof. Let mk, k = 1, . . ., n, be the Polya function of E, namely the number of

ones in the A:th column of E. We want to prove that for at least n — N values of j,

j
(3.3) 2 m, <j - i + 1,       / = 1, 2, . . . J - 1.

l=i

We will consider the Polya numbers as having subscript modulo n:

mk + ln = mk> 1 = 0, ±\,-

An interval [J0>/ol witn _0° < 'o < Jo < °° ^U De called a chain if

j

(3.4) 2 mt >J ~ 'o + 1    f°r alb' with i0 < / < j0.
l-'o .

Of particular interest are maximal chains, which are not contained in any other

chain. It is easy to see that

(a) two different maximal chains are disjoint,

(b) for a maximal chain [i,j], one always has m,_, = mJ+x = 0,

(c) if mt > 0, then i belongs to some maximal chain.

Thus maximal chains are separated from each other by intervals of zero values of

w,. Moreover

(d) for a maximal chain [i,j],

j

2 rn, =j - i + 1.
l-i

It follows from (d) that N = 2?_, m,, which is equal to the sum of the m, in all

the maximal chains, is also equal to the sum of the lengths of all maximal chains.

Thus there are exactly n — N integers^ in [1, n] which do not belong to any chain.
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To complete the proof, it is now sufficient to observe that an integery satisfies

(3.5) 2 m, <j - / + 1
l-i

for all i < j (which implies that j is special), exactly when j does not belong to a

chain. Indeed, if j does not satisfy this condition, we take the largest integer /0, with

/„ < j and

/
2 m, >j - i0 + 1,

/=<o

then for ally',, i0 < y, < j, we must have

j\

2 m, >jx - i0 + 1.
l-k

This implies thaty belongs to the chain [/0,y].    □

For three row matrices we need the following singularity theorem, which is of

independent interest:

Theorem 3. Let the 3 X n matrices Ex, E2 be identical except for their columns k

and k + 1, which are (I) for Ex and (11) for E2:

k    k + 1 k   k + 1

1 01 [1 0'

(3.6) (I):       1 0  ;       (II): 0        1   .
Ii      oj U      oj

Then at least one of the matrices is a singular strip.

Proof. For the matrices £,, E2, we compare sequences S, S" and numbers A, A'

of Proposition 1, distinguishing them by subscripts. We want to show that either

A, ¥= A', or A2 ̂  A2. This will follow from

(3.7) A, ¥> A2,       A', = A2.

The first row F, of Ex and of F2 is of the form

F, = (/,, . . . ,l„k, lt+2, . . ., lp),

the   row   F2   is   almost   identical   for   both   matrices,   namely   F2 =

(/;,..., /;, k, /;+2,_... ,ij) for f, and f2 = (/;,...,/;, k + 1, /;+2,...,/;) for e2.

If we precoalesce F, to F2, there will be an overflow X > 0 at k, that is, there will be

A terms < k in F,, which will move to X positions > k of zeros zq of F2. The

overflow will move /,_A+i, . . . , /,, A: of F, to /c + 1, z„ . . . , zA for the matrix Ex

and to k, zx, . . . , zx for E2. Terms < k and > zx will be the same in both

precoalescences. This shows that

(3.8) Sx = (/,, . . . , l,-\, k + 1, zx, . . ., zx, ...,/,,..., «,_j, k, ls+1, ■ ■ ■ , lq)3,

(3.9) S2 = (/„ . . . , l,_x, k,zx,...,zx,...,Tx,..., /;_„ k +1, /;+„..., /,')3.
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Using the remark of §1, we see that Sx is obtainable from S2 by an odd number of

permutations, and A, ^ A2.

We turn our attention to the sequences S{, S2. Let F23 be the coalescence of rows

F2 and F3. If F2 has one in position k, we can move it to position k + 1 before

coalescence without changing F23. It follows that F23 is the same for both matrices

Ex, E2. Also (F2)3 is the same. Hence S'x = S2 and A', = A2.    □

Theorem 3 is trivial if there is no overflow X in coalescence of F,, F2, F3 to one

row. In this case, we have to consider the elements of S, S' only in the interval

[k, k + 2]. They are

S, = k + 2, k + 1;    S2 = k + 1, k + 2;    S{ = S^.

Assumption X = 0 allows us to extend the statement of Theorem 3 to strips of

more than three rows. Desirable pairs of columns k, k + 1 in E0 are of the

following two types (I) or (II):

The only nonzero elements of columns k, k + 1 are contained in the rows

I, < i2 < i3 of E0; they form either the submatrix (I) or (II) of (3.6).

Proposition 4. // two mx X n matrices Ex, E2 with overflow X = 0 at k are

identical except for their columns k, k + 1 and are of the types (I) and (II)

respectively, then at least one of them is a singular strip.

Proof. After coalescing (without overflow!) the matrices Ex, E2 to their three

rows /„ i2, i3, we apply the above argument.    □

One way to establish that X = 0 at k for a matrix E0 is to show that A: is a special

position for F0. Hence the importance of Proposition 3.

4. Existence of special pairs of columns. For the proof of Theorem 1, we take a

fixed integer/? > 5 and large m, m > 3p. We divide the m rows of E into/? groups

Eq of consecutive rows of E, each Eq consisting of [m/p] = mx, rows, plus a

remainder of < mx rows, which we will disregard. According to §1, for "almost all"

E G P(m, n) each Eq will have approximately mxn/m, more exactly < (\/p + e)n

ones. We denote by P(m, n) this subset of P(m, n). We shall call two columns 2k,

2k + 1 a special pair for Eq, if 2k is in special position for Eq, and if Eq is of the

type (I) or (II) (of Proposition 4) with respect to the two columns.

Proposition 5. Forp > 5, all but at most

(4-1) C(p)-P(m,n)
n

matrices E G P(m, n) have a special pair in each of the Eq, q = 1, . . . ,/?. The

constant C(p) depends only on p.

Proof. We count the number of E G P(m, n) which have no special pair in one

of the submatrices Eq, for example in F,. Let S, be this set of matrices. There are

at most (1//? + e)n ones in Ex, hence by Proposition 3, at most (\/p + e)n

columns 2k which are not in special position in £,, hence at least [n/2] -

[(\/p + e)n] columns 2k in special position, and at least [n/2] — 2[(\/p + e)n]
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columns 2k with this property and for which columns 2k, 2k + 1 contain only

zeros. For small e > 0, we obtain > en columns for some c > 0.

In one of these pairs of columns 2k, 2k + 1 and some of the rows ix < i2 < i3 of

Ex we introduce the group (I) or (II) of ones (see (3,6)). This will transform Ex into

F, and E into a matrix E G P(m, n;n + 3). There are at least en choices of the

column 2k, at least (m/p)3 choices of the rows /,, i2, i3. Hence each F, of our type

will produce at least Const m3n/p3 matrices E. Conversely, each matrix E obtained

can come only from one F,, for F, must have a special pair at the place selected,

and can have no other special pair (otherwise this would be a special pair also for

F,). By (3.2) therefore,

3

\&\\—r < Const P(m, n;n + 3) < Cm3P(m, n),
P

and we obtain |S, | < Const P(m, n)/n.   □

For the proof of Theorem 2 we need the simpler Proposition 6 below. It is based

on the following fact.

Let a certain number N of ones, Cn < N < Cxn, where 0 < C < C, < 1 be

distributed at random into n cells numbered 1, 2, . . . , n. Then (*)for some c0 > 0,

"almost all" distributions contain > c0n groups of cells 2k, 2k + 1 with configuration

1, 0, and > c0n groups with configuration 0, 1.

Consider for example the configuration 1, 0. From Lemma 2 we see that, for

"almost all" distributions of ones, of the approximately n/2 positions 2k, at least

(\C — 8)n and at most ({-Cx + S)n of them will be occupied by ones. This leaves

< (\CX + 8)n ones, hence > (1 — \CX — 8)n zeros for the odd positions. Let us

consider distributions with fixed even elements. For almost all of them, among the

> (\ C — 8)n positions 2k + 1 following a one, at least

(|C- 5)(l -±C, - 8)n = cQn

will have a zero. There will be > c0n sequences 1, 0 assigned to 2k, 2k + 1.

We consider now the set S of all 3 X n matrices E with > Cn and < Cxn ones,

where 0 < C < C, < 1 are constants. A repeated application of the statement (*)

and the above argument establishes

Proposition 6. There are constants c0 and p, 0 < Cq, p < I so that all but p"\&\

matrices E G £ have at least c0n pairs of columns 2k, 2k + 1 which are of type (I)

and of type (II) of (3.6).

5. Proof of the main theorems.

Proof of Theorem 1. By Proposition 5, most of the matrices E G P(m, n)

contain strips Eq,q= 1, . . . ,/? with some special properties.

Let e > 0 be arbitrary, we take/? so large that 2~p <\t, and m > 3/?. Next we

require that n be so large that C(p)n~x <\e, then Proposition 5 yields that all but

\e\P(m, n)\ matrices of the class P(m, ri) have the following property. Each strip

Eq, q = 1, ...,/? of E contains one or more special pairs of columns 2k, 2k + 1.

This means that 2k is in special position and that the nonzero portion of Eq in 2k,

2k + 1 is contained in certain rows i, < i2 < i3 of Eq and is there of type (I) or of

type (II) of (3.6).
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Two strips Eq, E'q are equivalent, Eq ~ E'q, if they have the same set of special

pairs 2k, 2k + 1, with the same rows ix < i2 < i3, but perhaps with portions of Eq,

E'q contained there of different types (I), (II), and if the strips are identical

elsewhere. Two matrices E, E' are equivalent if Eq ~ E'q, q = 1, . . .,/?.

Let P(m, ri) be the set of all matrices E G P(m, n) which satisfy Proposition 5.

We see that this set is invariant under equivalences.

Consider an equivalence class of strips Eq. We transform a strip Eq of this class

in an equivalent strip E'q. Let 2k, 2k + 1 be the special pair of Eq with smallest

possible k. Then we replace the portion of Eq in these columns and in rows

'] < i2 < i3 into matrix (3.6) of the opposite class. This transformation maps the

equivalence class in a one-to-one way onto itself and according to Proposition 4

transforms a nonsingular Eq into a singular strip E'q. Hence at least half of the strips

of an equivalence class consists of singular strips. This is true for q = 1, . . . ,/?, and

implies that for each equivalence class & of matrices E G P(m, n) at most 2~p\& \ of

its matrices are regular. Since P(m, n) is a disjoint union of equivalence classes, at

most 2~p\P(m, n)\ < \e\P(m, n)\ of its matrices are regular.    □

Proof of Theorem 2. This is similar. For fixed m > 3 we take p = [m/3] and

divide the m rows of F into /? groups of three rows; we neglect the last < 2 rows.

For m = 3, p = 1 we cannot use Proposition 5, and special positions k for E need

not exist, but we use the singularity Theorem 3 and Proposition 6 instead of

Propositions 4, 5.    □

As a corollary of Theorems 1 and 2 we can offer:

Theorem 4. Let e > 0 be given, then for n > n0(e) and m > 3, at most

(^ + e)\P(m, n)\ matrices of the class P(m, n) are regular.

For m, n that are not necessarily large, we have only

Corollary. There exists a number 8 > 0 for which the probability of singularity

of a matrix E G P(m, ri) is > 8 for each m > 3, n > 2.

It would be interesting to decide whether the matrices of the class F(3, ri) are

singular with probability close to 1 for large n. However, the singularity theorem

given by Proposition 1 is not sufficient for this purpose.

It should be noted that all our theorems (based on Proposition 1) guarantee

strong singularity.
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